. Distributions of participants responses to the questionnaire that asked to describe (label) the action stimuli used in Experiment 4 ('hug', 'push', 'hand-left', 'hand-right' and their scrambled counterparts).
Movie S1. Demonstration of a sequence of action avatars, starting from an unmorphed 'catching' action, and with each consecutive one being morphed with a 'taking' action to a larger degree than a previous one, and ending with the unmorphed 'taking' action. Unmorphed 'catching' and 'taking' avatars were used as two of the four adaptor stimuli in Experiment 1. One of the morphed avatars (the one determined to be equally likely perceived as 'catching' or 'taking' for each participant individually) was used as a test stimulus.
Movie S2. Demonstration of a sequence of action avatars, starting from an unmorphed 'throwing' action, and with each consecutive one being morphed with a 'giving' action to a larger degree than a previous one, and ending with the unmorphed 'giving' action. Unmorphed 'throwing' and 'giving' avatars were used as two of the four adaptor stimuli in Experiment 1. One of the morphed avatars (the one determined to be equally likely perceived as 'throwing' or 'giving' for each participant individually) was used as a test stimulus.
Movie S3. Demonstration of (stick-figure) avatars with scrambled joint positions that were used as control adaptor stimuli in Experiment 2. The movie shows three repetitions of each of the four scrambled avatars ('throwing', 'giving', 'taking', 'catching').
Movie S4. Demonstration of (stick-figure) avatars from 'salsa dancing' social interaction that were used as control adaptor stimuli in Experiment 3. The movie shows three repetitions of each of the two avatars ('salsa follower', 'salsa leader').
Movie S5. Demonstration of (stick-figure) avatar performing the 'push' action.
Movie S6. Demonstration of (stick-figure) avatar performing the 'hug' action.
Movie S7. Demonstration of (stick-figure) avatar performing the 'hand-up' action. Movie S8. Demonstration of (stick-figure) avatar performing the 'hand-left' action.
